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OVERVIEW OF EMPTY COMMON 

COMMUNITY GARDEN’S FOREST GARDENS 

DESIGNS 
Project and Design Aims 

To design and create two areas of edible landscape, following the forest garden concept, as a positive asset 

for Empty Common Community Garden and as demonstration forest gardens for the wider public.  

Project and Design Objectives 

The forest gardens need to: 

 produce food, particularly for the hungry gap in spring when annual vegetables are in short supply 

 provide a form of boundary to give the community garden a secluded feel 

 act as a demonstration garden for educational needs  

 incorporate aspects which will make them relatively self-sustaining and low maintenance 

The gardens should also: 

 provide for pollinators, pest predators and other wildlife 

 improve soil quality and trap carbon 

 increase diversity in the community garden and complement other growing techniques. 

It would be good if the gardens: 

 Produced resources other than food 

 Were aesthetically pleasing in looks, smells, textures and sound so promoting the idea of growing 

produce in ornamental ways. 

These aims and objectives are SMART (Specific, Measurable, Attainable, Relevant, Time bound). 

Project and Design Outline 

Two forest gardens (FGs) are to be created. The larger runs along the north eastern boundary of the 

community garden. This is approximately 40 metres long and varying between 1-10 meters wide. The 

smaller one is on the north east corner of the garden and is about 7 meters by 5 meters. These areas are to 

have their soil mulched, trees planted and plants propagated and collected over 2013. Over the following 

three years the growing of and planting out of all layers of the garden should be achieved. 

Accreditation and Complementary Criteria 

Community Development. 

Design Consultancy. 

Education. 

Site development. 
 

Holmgren’s Domains Involved 

Land and Nature Stewardship 

Education and Culture 

 

Permaculture Ethics and Principles Involved 

 Earth Care, People Care, Fair Shares. 
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 Observe and interact, Catch and store energy, Obtain a yield. Apply self-regulation and 

accept feedback, Use and value renewable resources and services, Produce no waste, 

Design from pattern to detail, Integrate rather than segregate, Use small and slow 

solutions, Use and value diversity, Use edges and value the marginal, Creatively use and 

respond to change. 

These are covered in the evaluation on how this project  meets the ethics and principles of 

permaculture. 

Methods used. 

Thinking tools – PNI (Positives, Negatives and Interesting things). Visioning Succession. 

 

Survey Techniques – PFASTE (Plants, Fungi, Animals, Structures, Tools, Events). DAFOR(L) 

(Dominant, Abundant, Frequent, Occasional, Rare, (Local)). Soil analyses (Jar, Feel, Ball, Ribbon and 

Coil tests, Soil Indicator plant species present, pH measurements). Directional sectors (Sun, Wind and 

Rain, Views). Combination sectors (microclimates). Resources and Limiting factors, Public and Nature’s 

requirements, Utilities. 

Design Frameworks – OBREDIMET (Observe, Boundaries, Resources, Evaluation, Design, 

Implementation, Maintenance, Evaluate, Tweak.) and Incremental. 

Analyses - Action Learning Cycle (Design-Implement-Observe-Reflect (Went well? challenging? Long 

term goals? Next steps?) 

Results summary.  

After three growing seasons the small forest garden has been more successful than the larger one. This is 

mainly due to it having better soil conditions and the fortuitous arrival of our native silverweed (Potentilla 

anserina). This has made an excellent ground cover and appears to inhibit the growth of horsetail 

(Equisetum arvense). The larger forest garden is taking longer to establish and some of the lower canopy 

plants have died or have been lost. The soil in part of it was very waterlogged and anaerobic for many 

years and other areas were very wet so this is not entirely surprising. The trees however seem to be very 

happy. It will require a few more years before a good assessment of the gardens can be made. When events 

are held in the community garden a poster explaining the concept of FGs is displayed. People are very 

interested in this and like the concepts that forest gardens highlight. 

Evaluation Summary. 

Both FGs are a positive asset to the garden as a whole providing good boundaries and increasing the 

diversity of the site. The FGs meet with this project’s aims and objectives and contain the elements which 

epitomise what a forest garden is about. After three growing seasons the FGs are beginning to take shape 

visually and exhibit the classic FG features.  

This is looked at in more detail in my Assessment of this Design. 

 
Reflection 

In general I am pleased with the designs. Planning and creating the forest gardens had taught me a lot, 

it is more complicated than I imagined. It is more difficult in a community garden as people don’t 

know what are weeds and what are to be kept as they do in an annual vegetable patch. 

This is looked at in more detail in my Assessment of this Design. 

Self-assessment 
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This design process involved the use of appropriate design frameworks and thinking tools, adhered to all 

the permaculture ethics and principles. It stretched my knowledge and created a situation where I could 

initiate the creation of good FG examples for the community garden and wider public in the centre of 

Cambridge. Perhaps I should have asked for more advice from other forest garden enthusiasts I know. 
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EMPTY COMMON COMMUNITY GARDEN’S 

FOREST GARDENS DESIGN  

 Introduction                                                                                               
 The aim of this project is to design and create two areas of edible landscape, following the forest 

garden concept, as a positive asset for Empty Common Community Garden and as demonstration 

forest gardens for the wider public.                                                                                                    

                                                                                                       Figure 1. Wildlife corridor that Empty Common Community Garden is a part of. 

A Forest Garden is a garden that 

imitates woodland edge in its structure. 

There are therefore many layers from 

trees down to fungi and roots. In a 

forest garden many of these will be 

edible or useful in other ways, almost 

all will be perennial or self-seeding. 

Some may be there to assist the health 

of other plants or animals rather than 

humans directly.  

The system is designed to be low 

maintenance and no dig so their soil 

structure and health will improve over 

time making them more resilient to 

change. They are highly diverse which 

also helps to create a stable system.  

There is a lot of consideration put in to 

the design to help the members of the 

garden be mutually supportive and 

avoid light and root competition.  

With their diverse range of plants they 

form a highly structured 3D (stacked) 

garden with many microclimates and 

niches. 

One thing that is generally missed 

from the common depiction of the layers in a forest garden is wildlife and this design includes habitat 

boosters giving it an added layer to the usual design of large trees smaller trees, shrubs, vines, largish 

leafy plants, ground cover plants, fungi and roots (plus wildlife habitat boosters). The boosters may 

not be so important in a well-established garden but even there they may be of benefit. 

The community garden, that the forest gardens are part of, is situated within a green corridor (all 

coloured areas on map on right) which runs from Cambridge city centre to its outskirts. It has 

allotments, with many trees interspersed, to the north. On the western, eastern and southern sides are 

footpaths with brooks running along the far side of them. The southern side has a small woodland on 

the far side of the brook and the eastern and western sides have buildings on the far side of the brook. 
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On the SW edge some mini allotments cut in to the space between the garden and the footpath. The 

area of the whole garden is about 0.27 acres. 

Design 
The design framework OBREDIMET was used.            

Observation                                               
Position 

The two forest gardens are on the NW corner and the 

NE boundary (Fig. 2) of the community garden.  

Climate and Sectors 

Hardiness zone 8. 

Wind: Dominant winds SW with N-NE cold winter 

winds. The Forest Gardens (FG) are well sheltered 

from wind in all directions. The most problematic 

winds may come from the NW where they could 

funnel between buildings.  

Sun: Cambridge has slightly above average amounts 

of sun for the UK. 

https://www.currentresults.com/Weather/United-

Kingdom/annual-sunshine.php 

The sun microclimate for the small FG is partially 

shaded by an Oak tree standing about 10 meters to 

the south of it, a rather etiolated silver birch approximately 5 meters to the SW of it and trees to the 

west. The large FG is very shaded in its southern third, part shaded in the central area and sunny in the 

northern section. 

 Precipitation: According to Cambridge Botanic Gardens, which are virtually next door and keep 

good records “Cambridge is in the driest region of Britain and has a more continental climate than 

most of Britain. At the Botanic Garden, the 30-year average annual rainfall from 1970 to 2000 was 

just 557 mm. By comparison, the annual average received by RBG Kew was 629mm, Oxford Botanic 

Garden 646mm, and RBG Edinburgh 698mm”. 

Topography: The site slopes very slightly from the eastern edge to the western edge, there is a little 

more slope in the northern section of the large FG. 

Water:  

Although surrounded by water the City Council do not wish it to be used to water the garden, 

apparently due to abstraction laws. There could be very wet conditions if the conduit on the east and 

brook on the west are overflowing. 

From the plant community found and observation, the soil microclimate in the small FG appears to be 

relatively damp. The trees and buildings to the SW are not going to cause much of a rain shadow.  

The large FG is in the rain shadow of trees to the SW for its southern half but being next to the 

conduit keeps the atmosphere damp and the conduit appears to leak keeping the soil damp in some 

areas and, at times, waterlogged in others. 

Figure 2 Position of forest gardens (dotted) 

https://www.currentresults.com/Weather/United-Kingdom/annual-sunshine.php
https://www.currentresults.com/Weather/United-Kingdom/annual-sunshine.php
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Frost: This whole area may well be a frost pocket as it is surrounded by higher buildings and 

woodland and is in a slight dip so the air cannot flow away. 

Utilities: There is no water storage on site, one water trough will be installed by the City Council. 

There are no overhead cables or electricity supply. The City Council know of no underground 

utilities. 

Soil 

Structure: When analysed, using the jar sedimentation and soil texture pyramid and the texture by 

feel, coil and ribbon test (Fig.14) the soil was deemed to be a sandy loam in both FG’s. However there 

was a significant difference in the waterlogged area in the large FG where it was found to be a sandy 

clay loam. The pH varies from 5.4 to 6.1 in the large FG with the low pH being where it has been 

waterlogged and anaerobic giving a greyer look to soil. In the small FG the pH is 6.0. The soil within  

the woodland was remarkably similar to that in the open, with little, if any, more organic matter. The 

soil is stony with a lot of flint chips in it. The bedrock is  .chalk, this can be seen in the bottom of 

Vicar’s Brook running  alongside the garden at about 1.5 meters below the height of garden soil. 

Cambridge Botanic Garden, just a quarter of a mile away, report that their soils are “silts and sands 

derived from the flood plain of the River Cam nearby. These soils are about 1 metre in depth and 

overlie a layer of chalk and flints. This soil is stony, light and free draining, and rapidly dries out after 

rain. The soil and soil water are alkaline in pH”. Cambridge has a very complicated soil pattern and 

one can find one garden with heavy clay soil 100 yards away from one with sandy soil. 

                                                                                           

Figure 3 Community garden before work starts. 
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Soil animals: Having been recently dug over and flattened by machinery with only fairly new growth 

coming through there were not many signs of life. A low population of smallish earthworms were 

found in all areas except for the waterlogged area. More worms were present in the NE corner of the 

large FG. 

 

Main elements 

Plants: Unfortunately the land had been cleared before being allocated for a community garden. 

Plants that emerged during the early summer and where roots were dug up were recorded on the 

DAFOR(L) scale (Tables 1 and 2) in an attempt to gain a picture of how it was before clearing. Due 

to some things being slow to regrow or having been annuals or eradicated then this survey can only 

give part of the picture. The whole of the small FG site was surveyed. The larger FG site was 

surveyed using 10 quadrats (1m sq. made from string stretched around four pegs) covering all area 

types within the garden. 

 
Table 1. Small Forest Garden (DAFOR(L)) 

Relative Abundance Species - Latin name/common name 

Dominant Equisetum arvense / Horsetail  

Abundant Rubus fruticosus / Blackberry, Convolvulus sepium / Hedge bindweed 

Frequent Agropyron repens / Couch grass, Rumex obtusifolius / Dock, Urtica dioica / 
Stinging nettle, Ranunculus repens / Creeping buttercup 

Occasional Galium aparine / Goose grass, Taraxacum officinale / Dandelion 

Rare Armoracia rusticana / Horseradish, Potentilla anserina / Silverweed, Senecio 

vulgaris / Groundsel, Symphytum uplandicum / Russian comfrey,  

 
Table 2. Large Forest Garden (DAFOR(L)) 

Relative Abundance Species - Latin name/common name 

Dominant Equisetum arvense  / Horsetail (L). 

Abundant Rubus fruticosus / Blackberry, Geum urbanum / Wood avens, (L) Galium 
aparine / Goose grass, Symphytum uplandicum / Russian comfrey (L), Hedera 

helix / Ivy (L) 

Frequent Agropyron repens / Couch grass, Rumex obtusifolius / Dock, Urtica dioica / 
Stinging nettle, Geranium robertianum / Herb Robert, Carex pendula / 

Pendulous sedge 

Occasional 
Taraxacum officinale / Dandelion, Ranunculus repens / Creeping buttercup, 

Aegopodium moschatellina / Ground-elder (L), Glechoma hederacea / Ground-

ivy (L). 

Rare Crataegus monogyna / Hawthorn, Chamerion angustifolium / Rose bay 

willow-herb, 

 

(L) Refers to a plant being found very locally within the whole site. Points of note regarding the large 

FG: The comfrey was dominant in the area just to the north of the woodland but was completely 

absent except for another patch on the north eastern edge of the FG. The ivy and wood avens were 

also abundant near to the woodland and dominant within it but not found elsewhere. The ground elder 
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and ground ivy were occasional in the woodland but none were found elsewhere. Horsetail was 

dominant except where the comfrey grew and within the woodland. 

The plant population indicates wet soil with pH on the acid side in both FGs. This matches the soil 

analyses. 

Fungi: No fruiting bodies, some associated with dead wood. 

Animals: Only a few spiders, centipedes and woodlice were found throughout the FG sites where 

machinery had been and these were associated with bits of branch and debris which were lying on the 

surface or in areas next to the boundaries and where the diggers had left some plants. In the southern 

area of the large FG, which was undisturbed, an abundance of common woodland invertebrates 

(centipede, woodlouse, beetles, slugs and snails) were found living in the leaf litter. 

Talking to allotment holders on adjoining sites the most obvious animals (or rather the animals most 

interesting to growers) observed are muntjac deer, squirrels, moles, rats, pheasant, wood pigeons and 

many other birds, slugs and snails. 

From a study for the management of the conduit water voles have been recorded in the conduit 

nearby. Kingfisher are often seen along it and are thought to nest nearby. Tawny Owl are resident in 

the adjoining woodland, common toads and grass snakes are present. A pill box close to the garden 

has been converted into a bat roost and the bats use the area for hunting. 

Structures, Tools, Events: Nothing on site except some large sections of tree trunk and no one is 

used to using the site other than as a short cut across a corner. 

Public 

The area is surrounded on three sides by public footpaths and the forest gardens will be beside these. 

The forest gardens will have to be designed to keep these footpaths clear and prevent people from 

walking on the gardens.  

Checklists and forms, prepared for general permaculture design use, were referred to throughout the 

process. This was to ensure that things were considered and not forgotten, help promote ideas and 

ensure that the community and their garden’s needs are met and nature is accommodated. 

 

Boundaries 

Small Forest Garden 

This garden is in the North Western 

corner of the community garden 

and provides a distinct boundary to 

the corner of the community garden 

(Fig.2)  Historically this was the 

entrance of an unofficial pathway 

which was used as a shortcut and 

cut diagonally across the land when 

it was unused. It was hoped that 

this forest garden would act as a 

deterrent to people taking this 

route. It creates an enclosed  

Figure 4 Small forest garden mulched 
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feel and provides structure to this area of community garden. It will act as a shelter from winds for the 

vegetable patches close by. It is a small area of approximately 5m x 7m. On its northern edge is 

uncared for allotment land and hawthorn hedge, on the western side is footpath, on the southern end is 

a water trough and on the south eastern side there will be a grass path. With a FG this small there is a 

lot of edge so light should be adequate even though the position is already in part shade. 

Large Forest Garden 

 

This garden runs in a NW/SE direction along the 

NE boundary of the community garden filling a 

gap between a small hazel copse and a small 

piece of woodland and running down the side of 

the woodland (Fig.2, )  

This means that the garden faces NE and SW so 

should get morning light on its NE boundary and 

good light on its SW boundary. Facing SW is in 

some ways better than facing S for a forest 

garden as light is coming in at a lower angle so 

coming through the side of the canopy more and 

everything has warmed up and chemical reactions 

are faster meaning most advantage can be taken 

of the sun. It is shaped to have a lot of edge and 

so a good amount of light and edge effect. On its 

NE boundary is an iron fence with footpath on its 

far side. On its SW side will be a grass pathway 

within the garden. The northern part of the FG if 

adjoins a hazel copse and the southern end 

adjoins a small woodland. This FG is positioned 

to be in an area less suitable for growing annual 

vegetables and where it can form a boundary for, 

and some seclusion to, the community garden. It is an area of approximately 40m length, varying in 

width from 1 – 10m.The FGs have limitations in size due to the size of the overall site and the fact 

that a diverse site with many styles of gardening is wished for. However they are large enough to 

provide quite large amounts of produce, give people a good idea of what a FG entails and show a 

diverse range of plants suitable for FGs. Their sizes give good scope for promoting FGs as a part of 

small or large gardens and as a means of making a garden orchard more productive and sustainable. 

No new large trees have been added to the FGs but with the current Hawthorn in the large FG, and the 

hazel copse and wooded area at each end, the woodland edge feel is apparent  

The environmental conditions of the site act as a boundary to work within. For example only shade 

tolerant plants can be chosen for the southern area of the large FG. Time boundaries have been 

apparent from the beginning. It was necessary to get a basic outline plan done early to enable drainage 

and hardened surfaces to be put in to the City Council’s works timetable. Volunteer time and money 

are also important boundaries on a project such as this. A major limiting factor was the amount of 

bramble, horsetail, couch grass and dock on the site which meant that things couldn’t start until these 

were under control 

Resources 

It was necessary to find some money to get the project off the ground but very little was needed for 

the FGs. Plants and lime were the main expense and luckily there was a some spare money from 

another project which we were offered; this bought the FG fruit trees and shrubs. Local tree surgeons 

Figure 5 Large forest garden - mulched. 
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gave woodchips and cardboard was found in various sites so the areas could be mulched to reduce the 

weed cover.  

Over time more plants would be needed but these could be 

sown, or cuttings and thinnings taken. Initial limiting factors 

included people power and time as the garden was just 

starting up and there were many things to sort out.  

Evaluation 
The most important resources at this time were the 

enthusiasm of the City Council and volunteers, a van, the 

money to buy most of the tree and shrub layers and the tree 

surgeons’ woodchips. With these it was obvious that creating 

the two FGs was a realistic proposal. It also felt like a good 

project to get things moving in the community garden without 

having to worry about fine details of design, people could 

mulch areas and see an instant change, little skill was required 

and it brought instant shape to the garden. 

 

Design 
                                                                                                                                                       

The original design of the community garden mapped out 

the areas to become FGs (Fig. 2). The current trees and 

features of the FGs were surveyed and mapped (Fig. 7).  

The FG areas were tested for pH and where the soil was 

boggy was noted. Sun/shade sectors were estimated with the 

help of home-made surveying instruments (Fig.8). A sun 

compass (made for the site’s latitude) could be overlaid on 

the plans. The height of objects and how they would affect 

the light were calculated using a clinometer to measure the 

angle from near the ground to the top of an obstruction. A 

chart showing sun’s angle of elevation at different times of 

day throughout the year (for Cambridge) allowed 

calculations of when places would be in the shade.                             

 

 

 

Figure 6 The use of paper circles to position the 
larger plants and trees. 

Figure 7 Plants already present in the forest 
gardens. 
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Results were mapped onto an overlay of 

the base plan (Fig.9) Plants were chosen 

and their situation decided upon with the 

help of cut paper circles to represent the 

final size of the plants (Fig. 6). These 

could be moved around until their best 

positions were finally decided upon. 
                                                                                                                                                  

The shrubs and tree layers were mapped first (Fig. 10) 

Herbaceous perennial plants and others were then 

mapped (Fig. 11). Ground cover plants were not 

mapped.  

 

 

 

 

 

                                                                                             

Trees  

Several fruit trees have been planted. All are on a medium 

rootstock to provide half standard trees or, in one case, a 

fan tree. This is for ease of picking, an ability to fit more 

varieties in, keep management regimes easy and to keep 

shade on Hobson’s Conduit to a minimum. A 

disadvantage is that the trees will not live as long as full 

size trees and will not produce such good wildlife habitat. 

The varieties were generally chosen to be local to the area, 

compatible pollinators that also flower over the same 

period and to provide a variety of types of fruit over a long 

season. Species and varieties were also chosen that will 

thrive in the different environmental conditions  

 
                                                                                                                                      

Figure 9 Sun, shade, pH and wind in the forest gardens. 

Figure 8 Home-made surveying equipment. 

Figure 9 Planting plans for trees and shrubs. 
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present. For example the Morello cherry is in the 

shady far south of the large FG, the plum (Blue 

Rock, in N of small FG) and gage (Cambridge Gage 

as fan on NE side of large FG are in shadier areas. 

The cooking apple (Cottenham Seedling just north 

of the cherry) is in more shade than the dessert 

varieties (Maxton and then Wayside, going north). 

The pear (most northerly in the large FG) is in a 

damper soil which it can cope with better than 

apples; it is also in a sunnier position, which pears 

require. The trees have been planted in positions 

which will reduce the shade they cast on the garden 

as much as possible.  

Shrubs ( Table 7. ) 

Two different Eleagnus varieties are planted to 

enable cross pollination. However, these were 

chosen mainly for their nitrogen fixing capabilities. 

Many currant bushes have been planted. This is in 

part because they are easy to propagate. They are 

planted in groups so they can be netted from the 

birds or have deterrents dotted around them more easily. In amongst the white currants some red 

currants are planted. I have this mix in my garden and the birds, so far, have left the white currants but 

eaten the red.  

The raspberries in the northern area of the large FG are golden and hopefully that will also fool the 

birds. They are summer fruiting as these are better for shade. Summer varieties have a longer season 

to ripen as they grow the cane and set bud the year before, unlike the autumn varieties which have to 

do the whole lot in one year.  

The herbs, Rosemary, Sage and Bush thyme are all in sunny conditions where they should produce 

most aroma and flavour. 

New Zealand flax has been chosen to add a useful produce (garden twine) to the garden and it will 

cope with deep shade. It is also a bee plant and useful for basketry. This will compliment other parts 

of the community garden where several types of basketry materials are growing. Chokeberry was 

chosen to add an unusual berry to the garden and will grow in shade. It may prove popular with those 

who like making smoothies and preserves. The Szechuan pepper in the small FG is another unusual 

addition to the garden and will hopefully provide us with peppercorns and leaves for flavouring, it is 

also a good bee plant. 

Herbaceous perennials, climbers and other plants (Fig. 16.   Table 7.) These have generally 

been combined to act as guilds to support trees and shrubs and each other in different ways, aiding 

self-maintenance and to reduce the amount of work required to maintain the system. They are also 

chosen to provide food and produce for us, a good habitat for insects, pollinators and invertebrates 

and other wildlife and to look good too. (Fig. 16.) shows the planting plan and (Table 7.) just above it 

is the key for the plan. 

In the full planting plan the plants have been positioned to endeavour to: 

 fit the environment that most suits them  

Figure 11 Planting plans for herbaceous and other perennials. 
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 be where they can do most good, e.g. mineral accumulating and nitrogen fixing plants 

closer to the hungry plants. (Fig. 14.) 

 be where they cause least adverse effects on others, e.g. shading out, root competition and 

space competition (vertical and horizontal) 

 create aromas that confuse pests and increase system health and our enjoyment. 

 look good 

Plants of particular interest: 

Soapwort which is planted in order to provide soap on site for washing up. It is also a very good 

bee plant and pretty ground cover. 

Three different rhubarbs are planted. The R. palmatum, partly because of its looks which will give 

the garden a more herbaceous border feel. The variety “Glaskin’s Perpetual” as it is low in oxalic 

acid and can be harvested all year. An unknown variety from my allotment. 

Infill self-seeding plants include borage, feverfew, phacelia, poached egg plant and forget-me-

nots.  

Ground cover plants 

Small Forest Garden 

A transitional ground cover of marigolds was chosen as these are said to deter horsetail, which is a 

major issue on this site. This didn’t do well and silver-leaf has taken over. 

Large Forest Garden 

A number of ground cover plants were chosen: 

 Transitional ground cover plants include white clover to fix nitrogen and improve the soil, 

this is for most of the space as it is excellent for the purpose, good for bees and cheap to buy 

the seed.  

 The poached egg plant for looks and it attracts predator and pollinator insects.  

 Creeping raspberry for the more shaded areas but needs to be propagated from a few plants so 

is a longer term project.  

 Lungwort as a mineral accumulator and for spring flowers.  

 Periwinkle as a fine basketry material.  

 Garden mint for under fruit trees in semi-shade.  

It has taken time for the ground cover to take off. The white clover didn’t germinate and the 

creeping raspberry took a while to get going but is now taking off.  

 

 

Wildlife habitat boosters 

In the woodland area of the large FG a wood pile was created and a hedgehog box installed. A nest 

box placed in the Hawthorn tree at approximately 3 metres, facing E and with a hole 28mm diameter 

to attract great tits - which have been seen in the area. Two insect hotels were positioned in the sun 

and earwig (pest predators) hotels attached to the fruit trees (Suffolk Traditional Orchard Group 

Newsletter Autumn 2013). A basking site for reptiles and insects was placed within the large forest 

garden. A bat box was put just to the north and tree creeper box to the south of the large forest garden. 
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Other habitat boosters such as solitary bee home, pond, buried logs and other bird boxes have also 

been made for the garden.   

  

 

Implementation and Maintenance 

These areas, although grubbed up with heavy machinery, were full of roots, rubbish and new weed 

growth. Year 1: 2013 

 Clear the rubbish and large roots.  

 Plant and prune the bare root trees (with a mycorrhizal inoculum). 

 Plant small shrubs and other FG plants in temporary holding bed. 

 Lime the soil. 

 Mulch with at least two layers of thick cardboard and 2” of woodchips (hardwood chips were 

used where possible to avoid terpenes) on all areas except the majority of the wooded area of 

the large FG. 

 Hoe or remove any weeds that come through. 

 Sow seeds, take cuttings and find plants for planting out next year. 

 Create woodpile in woodland area of large FG when clearing the ground for planting. 

Figure 10 Wildlife habitat boosters in large forest garden. 
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Year 2: 2014 

 Plant wild garlic in the part of the wooded area that was mulched 

 Plant the other FG plants such as shrubs and large perennials. 

 Prune fruit trees and care for all plants. 

 Weed as necessary or plant ground cover if weeds are controlled. 

Year 3: 2015 

 Prune and maintain and plants as necessary. 

 Add plants when they are available 

 Plant white clover over whole area (where there is reasonable sun) as a transitional ground 

cover. 

 If wild garlic seems happy in large FG mulch more of the wooded area for planting up the 

following year. 

 

Progress over the years. 

Pictures of the large forest garden’s development show it becoming a diverse habitat. 

Pictures of the small forest garden show how the garden has developed. 

 

Evaluate and Tweak  

This plan required changing almost immediately as it soon became apparent that the Horsetail and 

Dock could grow through cardboard quite easily and they prospered in the competition free space they 

found. The dock had to be dug up and the area re-mulched.  A strategy for dealing with the horsetail 

was researched and implemented, this problem delayed the sowing of the ground cover. 

In the small FG silverweed started to grow in the mulch and it was noticed that where it grew the 

horsetail didn’t, or vice versa. Nuisance silverweed was collected from other allotments and planted 

all over the small FG. By the end of 2015 the whole area was covered in silverweed and very little 

horsetail remained suggesting that horsetail finds it hard to grow where there is silverweed. It has 

been very successful in terms of keeping down all the weeds yet not overpowering other plants. In 

addition, it looks good and provides nectar for bees. 

It proved very difficult to get enough soil building plants in to the design to provide enough fertility to 

make the system completely self-sustaining. This would have required a quarter of the area or more to 

be put over to this (1). There are a lot of comfrey and nettles outside the FGs and these can be added 

as liquid manure to the soil which will not damage the young ground cover plants. The use of wheelie 

bins for nettle and comfrey tea has proved very successful. The sludge is probably a good activator in 

the compost bins and the liquid is returned to the soil.  
There is an erratic, inventive and unpremeditated influence present in the community garden which 

means that the best laid plans can go haywire as someone decides to plant something or weeds out 

some plant. It is therefore necessary to be very flexible and relaxed to accommodate this. It is also 

necessary to accommodate to the ways of the plants. As more plants are put in it is likely that some 

will fail and others thrive, so the plans drawn are likely to change for this reason as well. Different 

plants will become available as people offer them and no doubt this will also change the basic plan. In 

a community garden one has to work with the nature of people and plants; it is a good idea to have the 

basics well worked out but remain flexible to making changes to the plan.  Labelling plants has been a 
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problem that needed addressing. Canes and labels pushed into the ground are easily moved or ignored or 

rot and break off. Labels for larger plants (made from jam jar lids) have been wired to plants; while 

herbaceous perennials, which often disappear in winter, are marked with wooden posts with jam jar labels 

nailed to them. 

                  

.An evaluation of the forest 

gardens in relation to the ethics 

and principles of permaculture 

showed that forest gardens 

naturally meet all of these. 
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Figure 11 Plant labels using jam jar lids. 
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APPENDIX 

Supporting documentation 

Checklists and forms for surveying. 
 

Table 3. LAND SURVEY, SOFT LANDSCAPE/NATURAL INFLUENCES. 

LAND SURVEY, SOFT LANDSCAPE/NATURAL INFLUENCES. 

Checklist. 

 ZONES 
 DESIRE LINES 
 NETWORKS 
 TOPOGRAPHICAL SECTORS, SLOPE, ORIENTATION, FLOODING 
 DIRECTIONAL SECTORS, WIND,  SUN, VIEWS, WANTED/NOT WANTED. NOISE, NIEGHBOURS 
 COMBINED SECTORS, RAIN SHADOWS, MICROCLIMATES EG. SUN TRAPS,FROST 

POCKETS,SHADED,DAMP/DRY,  FUNNELING, SEASONAL CHANGES, OBSTRUCTION HEIGHTS AND 
ANGLES. 

 WATER, COLLECTION, QUANTITY, STORAGE, IRRIGATION, REQUIREMENT 
 SOIL, PH, DRAINAGE, DEPTH, TYPE, ORGANIC CONTENT 
 SITE GROUND PROBLEMS, PLANT ROOTS, OLD TREE STUMPS UNDER GROUND, BAD SOIL 
 FACTORS OUTSIDE LAND AFFECTING DESIGN (NEIGHBOUR'S TREES, HEDGES, BUILDINGS, SOCIAL 

BEHAVIOUR, WILDLIFE ETC.) 
 POSITIONS OF PLANTS, THEIR SPECIES, SIZE AND CONDITION 
 WILDLIFE HABITATS ALREADY APPARENT,POTENTIAL 
 SPECIAL THINGS  MATURE TREES, UNCOMMON/UNUSUAL/ HIGHLY PRODUCTIVE/ SPECIAL 

PLANTS, PONDS, BANKS, 
 EXISTING POSITIVE PLANTINGS PERSPECTIVE BALANCE AND UNITY OF PLANTS 
 PRESENT EASE OF MAINTA, NENCE 
 SAFETY ISSUES, WATER, DYING TREES, POISONOUS PLANTS, CLIMBING TREES 
 REUSABLE PLANT LIST, FIXED AND MOVEABLE 
 NOISY AND QUIET AREAS, DISTURBANCE, REDUCTION. 
 PHOTOGRAPHS TAKEN, 
 SIGHT LINES, ANGLES, DISTANCES TAKEN 
 HEIGHTS AND DISTANCES, TREES,  OF TALL FEATURES 
 LAW ISSUES, TREE PRESERVATION ORDER. ROAD VIEW OBSTRUCTION, BOUNDARY CREEP. OF 

HEDGES ETC. CREATION OF WORK FOR NEIGHBOURS EG. REPLACING BOUNDARY FENCE WITH 
HEDGE. LIGHT/ VIEW/ACCESS OBSTRUCTION 
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Table 4. LAND SURVEY, HARD LANDSCAPE 

LAND SURVEY, HARD LANDSCAPE 

Checklist. 

 AGE AND STYLE OF SURROUNDING BUILDINGS, HOUSE ETC. 
 BUILDING COLOUR AND MATERIAL 
 WHERE IS LAND GENERALLY VIEWED FROM E.G.WHEN INDOORS  
 POSSIBLE FUTURE BUILDING PLANS ATTACHED OR NOT TO BUILDINGS, HOUSE 
 ASPECT OF LAND, BUILDINGS, GARDEN 
 ACCESS REQUIRED AND AVAILABLE 
 MATERIALS AND COLOUR OF ADJACENT WALLS, FENCES, BUILDINGS ETC. 
 CONDITION OF ADJACENT WALLS, FENCES, BUILDINGS ETC. 
 HEIGHT AND THICKNESS OF ADJACENT WALLS, FENCES, BUILDINGS ETC. 
 MATERIALS AND COLOUR OF ROADS, TRACKS, PATHS, PATIOS, PAVING ETC. 
 MATERIALS, COLOUR AND STYLE OF CONTAINERS, EDGING, POTS ETC. 
 MATERIALS, COLOUR, STYLE AND POSITION OF PRESENT FOCAL POINTS, MOVABLE  Y/N 
 OVERHEAD CABLES, STAYS, TELEGRAPH POLES ETC. 
 FACTORS OUTSIDE LAND AFFECTING DESIGN, OVERLOOKING WINDOWS, SHADE FROM 

NEIGHBOUR'S BUILDINGS/SHED/HOUSE ETC. 
 UTILITARIAN STRUCTURES AND EQUIPMENT,  BINS, OIL TANK, LOG PILE, WASHING  LINE, SHED, 

COMPOST BINS, TROUGHS, WATER BUTTS, HOSE REELS,  
 PLAY AND ENTERTAINMENT STRUCTURES /STORAGE, HOBBY EQUIPMENT STORAGE, BBQ, 

TRAMPOLINE, EATING AREA, BIRD TABLE, BIRD BATH, PERGOLA, BENCH, SUMMERHOUSE ETC. 
 LAND STRUCTURES AND THEIR + & -'s, STEPS, PONDS, RAISED BEDS, SWALES, BERMS, STREAMS, 

TRELLISES, TERRACES, PATHS, PATIOS, ARCHES, ETC. 
 ELECTRICITY, POSITION, AVAILABILITY, REQUIREMENTS, FITTINGS, FUTURE, LIGHTING, TO SHED/ 

WORKSHOP, MUSIC, PUMPS, ORNAMENTAL, ACCESS, TASK ETC. 
 WATER, POSITION, AVAILABILITY, REQUIREMENTS, FITTINGS, FUTURE, BUTTS, IRRIGATION, 

DRAINAGE, ETC. 
 SITE PROBLEMS, UNDERGROUND CABLES AND PIPES, FOUNDATIONS, CESS PITS, OLD PATHS 

GEOTHERMAL PUMP, OIL OR GAS TANK PIPES ETC. 
 PERSPECTIVE, BALANCE AND UNITY + & -'s OF WHAT'S PRESENT, PROBLEMS AND POSSIBILITIES. 
 EASE OF MAINTENANCE, PRESENT, REQUIREMENTS FOR FUTURE. 
 SAFETY ISSUES, OLD FENCING, ELECTRICITY, PONDS, FIRE SITES, SURROUNDINGS ETC. 
 REUSABLE MATERIALS ON SITE. 
 PHOTOGRAPHS TAKEN, POSITION WITHIN LAND, ASPECT, REASON FOR TAKING ETC. 
 PHOTOGRAPHS FOR PERSPECTIVE DRAWING NEW DESIGN OVER EG. WHERE TREE MAY BE NEXT 

TO POND TREE CAN JUST BE DRAWN OVER A PHOTOCOPY OF PHOTO 
 LIGHTING - EFFECTIVE FOR PURPOSE AFTER DARK. 
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Table 5. CLIENT'S HORTICULTURAL REQUIREMENTS 

 

CLIENT’S HORTICULTURAL REQUIREMENTS 

FEATURE YES POSS CONS NO COMMENTS 

Herbs, Spices      

Soft fruit      

Fruit trees      

Vegetables, perennial, annual, poly-culture, 

herbaceous. 

     

Nuts      

Trees      

Shrubs, bushes      

Area types, e.g. Forest gardens, hugelkultur 

mounds, raised, herb gardens/spiral, Key-hole, 

key-line, terrace, meadow, woodland, rain 

garden, shrubbery, orchard,  

Ornamental veg, Vertical garden 

     

 

Surface requirements. 

Ground cover plants, lawns,  

     

Boundaries, edges, hedges, fences etc.       

Soil builders      

Other produce, e.g. 

Bamboo canes, string soap basketry materials, 

teas, cut flowers, dried flowers, medicines, 

     

 

 

Favourite plants      

Least favourite plants      

Essential plants/ 

 areas to keep 

     

Essential plants/ areas to remove      

Biomass requirement      

Wildlife plants      

Sensory plants      

Water requirements of plant?      
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Table 6. CLIENT’S LIVESTOCK/WILDLIFE REQUIREMENTS 

CLIENT’S LIVESTOCK/WILDLIFE REQUIREMENTS  

ANIMAL Y

E

S 

P

O

S

S 

C

O

N

S 

N

O 

COMMENTS  

BEES      

 

 

 

POLLINATORS 

 

 

     

 

 

 

WILDLIFE      

 

 

 

FOWL      

 

 

 

GOATS      

 

 

 

SHEEP 

 

     

 

 

 

FISH      

 

 

PETS      

 

 

OTHERS      

 

 

 

 

FUTURE 

POSSIBILITIES 
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Forest garden plans and soil analyses. 

Figure 2. Position of forest gardens 

 

Stippled areas are the forest gardens 
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Figure 12 Soil analysis. 
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Figure 7. Plants already present in the forest gardens 

 

Plants to keep: Elder, Comfrey in 3 areas, Hawthorn, 

Hr = Horseradish, Poplar, Yew, Hazel 
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Figure 9. Sun, shade, pH and wind in the forest gardens 
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Figure 10. Planting plans for trees and shrubs 
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Figure 11. Planting plans for herbaceous and other perennials 
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Table 7. Forest Gardens’ Key to Planting plan. Fruit trees and ground cover plants not included. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Forest Gardens’ Key to Planting plan. Fruit trees and ground cover plants not included. 
 

Code A-Z Common Name Latin Name 

   

Ar Aronia Aronia melanocarpa 

As Alpine strawberry Fragaria vesca 

B Black currant Ribes nigrum 

Ba Barberry Berberis vulgaris 

Be Bergamot (Bee balm) Monarda fistulosa 

Bo Bunching onions Allium fistulosum 

Bt Bush thyme Thymus, unknown variety  

C Chicory Chicorium intybus, 

Ch Chives Allium schoenoprasum 

Dk Daubenton’s kale Brassica olearica ramosa 

El1 Eleagnus  Eleagnus multiflora”Red Gem” 

El2 Eleagnus Eleagnus multiflora “Sweet scarlet” 

Ep Everlasting pea Lathyrus latifolius 

F Fennel Foeniculum vulgare 

G Gooseberry Ribes uva-crispa 

Gly Liquorice Glycyrrhiza, unlnown spp. Found nearby 

Gm Garden mint Mentha sachalinensis 

Hr Horseradish Armoracia rusticana 

Lb Lemon balm Melissa officinalis 

Lo Lovage Levisticum officinale 

Lp Lupin (perennial) Lupinus perennis 

Lw Lungwort Pulmonaria officinalis 

Mu Mulberry bush “Issai” Morus alba 

Nzf New Zealand flax Phormium tenax 

Oc Oca Oxalis tuberosa 

P Pink currant Ribes rubrum 

Pc Portuguese cabbage Brassica oleracea 

Pk Perennial Kale Unknown, grown from seed swap seed 

R Raspberry Rubus idaeus 

R in circles Red currant Ribes rubrum 

Rg Rhubarb “Glaskin’s perpetual” Rheum cultorium 

Ros Rosemary Rosmarinus officinalis 

Rp Turkish Rhubarb  Rheum palmatum 

S Sorrel Rumex acetosa 

Sa Sage Salvia officinalis 

Sb Salad burnet Sanguisorba minor 

Sc Sweet cecily Myrrhis odorata 

Sp Szechuan pepper Zanthoxylum schinifolium 

Ss Solomon’s seal Polygonatum multiflorum 

Sw Soapwort Saponaria officinalis 

Tr Turkish rocket Bunias orientalis 

W White currant Ribes rubrum 

Wg Wild garlic Allium ursinum 

Wo Walking onion Allium cepa proliferum 
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Figure 13 Planting plans for forest gardens. 
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Figure 14 Planting plans showing dynamic accumulators in purple, nitrogen fixers in red. 
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Large Forest gardens’ development in pictures. 

 

 

2014    Forest Garden mulched with 3 layers cardboard and woodchip. 

2015     White clover ground cover failed completely, but shrubs and trees beginning to take off. 
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2016: Earwig bottle home on apple tree with garden mint below for ground cover, insect globe 

with basking site beneath, bird box in hawthorn tree.  

2017     Creeping raspberry  ( Rubus pentalobus “Emerald Carpet”) is finally 

taking off the rhubarb is “Glaskin’s Perpetual” which is low oxalic acid and can 

be eaten all Summer. 
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2017     Looking NW  

2017     Looking SE, some bare patches still.  
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Small Forest gardens’ development in pictures. 
 

 

 

2014  Mulched and a few plants in. 

2015. 
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2017    Now very full. 

 

2016 

2017 
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Additional information. 

Earwigs in Orchards 
http://www.google.co.uk/url?sa=t&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=web&cd=1&ved=0ahUKEwjN4oKL9PvK

AhXGPxQKHTH_DEwQFggfMAA&url=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.suffolkbiodiversity.org%2Fcontent%2F

suffolkbiodiversity.org%2FPDFs%2FNewsletters%2FSTOG%2520Autumn%25202013%2520newsletter

%2520and%2520events%2520final.pdf&usg=AFQjCNHPqqVJEBv0l8wEUmJbqpeZUxkcpg&sig2=I47o

bRjGXBAVqJ6c_WulRg&bvm=bv.114195076,d.d24 

 
“In the summer newsletter we said there would be more on earwigs and the research being 
carried out about them as beneficial insects in orchards. We also said that we would we would 
try out an experiment over the summer to see if they really could be used to protect fruit trees.  
The original research being done by entomologist Michelle Fountain at East Malling Research in 
Kent (to be completed 2014) was to evaluate whether earwigs are susceptible to certain 
pesticides used on commercial tree fruits. However, her research involved observing and 
recording earwigs on apple trees and that meant finding them and encouraging them to stay on 
fruit trees, resulting in some interesting techniques.  
In the course of her research Michelle has highlighted several very useful facts that we as fruit 
growers could benefit from:  

Earwigs eat a wide range of small insects, notably woolly and other aphids, scale insects, mites, 
small larvae of all sorts, including codlin moth, and, if present in quantity, can equal blue tits and 
wasps in their effectiveness.  

Not all of the orchards Michelle surveyed had earwigs present. No reason has been evaluated 
but a previous or current pesticide regime seems likely to be the reason (and arable sites sown 
with overwinter crops are poor habitats for earwigs).  

Earwigs do not fly, or at least our common earwig doesn’t, despite having wings, but climb into 
trees from the ground (although they may glide down after climbing a tree - it is thought!) so 
recolonizing new sites can be slow.  

Earwigs can be re-introduced into sites by translocation and this seems a very effective 
method.  
 
Paul has several orchards, all of which have earwigs, easily seen even high up when picking fruit 

as they hide (roost?) in clusters of ripening fruit in summer and autumn. Even if they can’t be 

seen, their frass – fine dark brown powder sprinkled on the fruit on which they “roost” during 

the day – gives them away. They never seem to touch undamaged fruit, and create far fewer 

problems than equally voracious predators, wasps.” 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

http://www.google.co.uk/url?sa=t&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=web&cd=1&ved=0ahUKEwjN4oKL9PvKAhXGPxQKHTH_DEwQFggfMAA&url=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.suffolkbiodiversity.org%2Fcontent%2Fsuffolkbiodiversity.org%2FPDFs%2FNewsletters%2FSTOG%2520Autumn%25202013%2520newsletter%2520and%2520events%2520final.pdf&usg=AFQjCNHPqqVJEBv0l8wEUmJbqpeZUxkcpg&sig2=I47obRjGXBAVqJ6c_WulRg&bvm=bv.114195076,d.d24
http://www.google.co.uk/url?sa=t&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=web&cd=1&ved=0ahUKEwjN4oKL9PvKAhXGPxQKHTH_DEwQFggfMAA&url=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.suffolkbiodiversity.org%2Fcontent%2Fsuffolkbiodiversity.org%2FPDFs%2FNewsletters%2FSTOG%2520Autumn%25202013%2520newsletter%2520and%2520events%2520final.pdf&usg=AFQjCNHPqqVJEBv0l8wEUmJbqpeZUxkcpg&sig2=I47obRjGXBAVqJ6c_WulRg&bvm=bv.114195076,d.d24
http://www.google.co.uk/url?sa=t&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=web&cd=1&ved=0ahUKEwjN4oKL9PvKAhXGPxQKHTH_DEwQFggfMAA&url=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.suffolkbiodiversity.org%2Fcontent%2Fsuffolkbiodiversity.org%2FPDFs%2FNewsletters%2FSTOG%2520Autumn%25202013%2520newsletter%2520and%2520events%2520final.pdf&usg=AFQjCNHPqqVJEBv0l8wEUmJbqpeZUxkcpg&sig2=I47obRjGXBAVqJ6c_WulRg&bvm=bv.114195076,d.d24
http://www.google.co.uk/url?sa=t&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=web&cd=1&ved=0ahUKEwjN4oKL9PvKAhXGPxQKHTH_DEwQFggfMAA&url=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.suffolkbiodiversity.org%2Fcontent%2Fsuffolkbiodiversity.org%2FPDFs%2FNewsletters%2FSTOG%2520Autumn%25202013%2520newsletter%2520and%2520events%2520final.pdf&usg=AFQjCNHPqqVJEBv0l8wEUmJbqpeZUxkcpg&sig2=I47obRjGXBAVqJ6c_WulRg&bvm=bv.114195076,d.d24
http://www.google.co.uk/url?sa=t&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=web&cd=1&ved=0ahUKEwjN4oKL9PvKAhXGPxQKHTH_DEwQFggfMAA&url=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.suffolkbiodiversity.org%2Fcontent%2Fsuffolkbiodiversity.org%2FPDFs%2FNewsletters%2FSTOG%2520Autumn%25202013%2520newsletter%2520and%2520events%2520final.pdf&usg=AFQjCNHPqqVJEBv0l8wEUmJbqpeZUxkcpg&sig2=I47obRjGXBAVqJ6c_WulRg&bvm=bv.114195076,d.d24
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Strategy for dealing with Horsetail 
 

 

The City Council put in some drainage which will hopefully help. Horsetail likes damp conditions. 

Other things to do are: 

 Lime the soil to raise the pH a bit. Horsetail does better in lower pH soils which ECCG has.  

 DO NOT attempt to dig out the horsetail roots just take the top off and drown. The roots are 

super long, spreading wide and deep. They also have nodes on their roots that are activated to 

produce lots of root growth when a root is broken. 

 Take off the sporing heads as they emerge in spring. Drown these in 

water for at least three weeks before putting the sludge on to a piece of 

waste land. DO NOT add them to the compost just in case the spores are 

still alive. The sporing heads are small so not a lot of organic matter is lost. 

 Mulch the land with cardboard and then woodchips or council green 

waste compost and when the horsetail emerges hoe it. Just mulching 

doesn’t work, in fact it makes the problem worse because horsetail likes 

the damp conditions created by mulching, and it grows straight through 

the cardboard and finds there is no competition so takes off. Horsetail isn’t good at competing 

with tall plants. 

 The hoed plants should be drowned in the wheelie bins for at least three 

weeks.  

 The drowning water should be returned to the beds BUT NOT when there 

are vegetables growing as it is very smelly, microbe-rich stuff. 

 The sludge should be added to the compost along with any drowning 

water - if the compost needs moistening. The reason for returning 

everything is to return the nutrients that the horsetail has accumulated 

back to the soil for other plants. Often some plants compete better than 

others because they are good at accumulating minerals that others aren’t. 

Horsetail is a good mineral accumulator, it accumulates silica from deep 

down and competes well against other plants in low silica soils. Adding the 

drowning products back to the surface makes the silica and other nutrients available to other 

plants improving their competitive ability. 

 In summer possibly try planting lots of marigolds. They are said to be good at deterring 

horsetail. 

 In summer possibly try growing a tall crop. 

 A must-see video of horsetail spores  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ZALgWLpanE0v  - makes it seem tragic to 

drown them. This plant is a living fossil and there used to be forests of it growing 100ft tall so things could be worse. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ZALgWLpanE0v
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ASSESSMENT OF THIS DESIGN 

Evaluation 
The FG’s are both designed using the theories of permaculture and using appropriate thinking and design 

frameworks. Both FGs are a positive asset to the garden as a whole providing good boundaries and 

increasing the diversity of the site. The FGs meet with this project’s aims and objectives and contain 

the elements which epitomise what a forest garden is about. The presentation of the design and 

planting plans are intelligible and appropriate for the situation. The execution of creating the garden 

has been more of an issue, mainly due to the horsetail and dock which grew through our cardboard 

and woodchip mulch and loved the conditions we had created. This was a real challenge but the 

horsetail strategy and sheer perseverance has done a lot to alleviate the problem. I would have liked to 

have more time to research and learn more before buying the fruit trees for this project.  I am upset 

that the creeping raspberries don’t produce fruit but in general I am pleased with the way the forest 

garden looks and the way it encloses the garden in a wild-feeling way. On a scale of 1-10 I feel this 

project deserves a 7. 

How this project meets the Ethics and Principles of Permaculture. 
 

Ethics. A forest garden like this one naturally meets the ethics (Earth care, People care and Fair 

shares) of permaculture. Particularly this example which has purposefully designed and built in an 

additional wildlife habitat booster layer with bird, bat and hedgehog boxes plus invertebrate homes.  

Forest gardens care for the planet by creating a version of a woodland edge habitat that naturally traps 

carbon and creates cycles, niches and positive connections which help to provide a good habitat for 

wildlife. They also provide food and a lovely environment for people but, importantly, they allow 

people and nature to share a productive ecosystem that feeds and cares for all.. 

Observe and Interact. Initially when surveying the site and constantly throughout the process. 

Catch and Store Energy. Food production, carbon and organic matter in soil, trees and other plants 

and animals. 

Obtain a Yield. Growing produce, creating a pleasant environment, wildlife care, community health, 

interaction and education. 

Apply Self-regulation and Accept Feedback. This is constant when working with plants and people; 

assessing whether or not they are thriving.  

Use and value renewable resources and services. Community gardeners’ energy, woodchips, 

recycled cardboard and plants are the major resources and services required to create the FGs. A van 

and its fuel are initially very useful, the use will decline over time as the site becomes self-sustaining. 

Produce no Waste. The forest gardens should be very self-sustaining with no waste. Tree prunings 

can be used in the wood-burning tea urn or made into biochar of chopped smaller and left on the 

ground for the tree they came from. Weeds can be composted or drowned in bins of water and 

returned to the soil. 

Design from Pattern to Detail. The overall pattern for a forest garden is woodland edge the detail is 

in the planting plan and microhabitats created. 
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Integrate. Forest gardens are about interrelationships between plants and between all forms of life 

within the garden. In terms of people, the community gardeners look after, harvest from and integrate 

with the garden; they also integrate with others to promote forest gardens and permaculture ideas. 

Use Small Slow Solutions. The initial stages of the forest garden designs were rather too fast due to 

City Council deadlines and also some plant funding that had to be spent quickly. Later stages have 

been smaller, slower and more versatile as we implement, evaluate and tweak. FG’s are a small part 

of the solution to the crises we face. 

Use and Value Diversity. Impossible to omit this in a FG. The community creating the FGs is also 

very diverse, we have one person who loves mulching and he was much valued for this. Others like 

propagating plants and others like weeding. 

Use edges and Value the Marginal. Given their sizes and shape both gardens provide biodiverse 

edge effect. They should also educate people about forest gardens and permaculture which are 

subjects at the margins of standard gardening, vegetable gardening and larger methods of food 

production. Some of the gardeners are also at the edge of society for various reasons. 

Creatively use and respond to change. The whole garden is the creative use of a piece of land that 

was going to be brought back into use as allotments but which we managed to get part of allocated as 

community garden. As things have been discovered plans have been altered to fit, e.g. encouraging 

silverweed to colonise. 

 

Assessment of Individual Design for Feedback Table 
 

DIPLOMA in APPLIED PERMACULTURE DESIGN System 5.2  

ASSESSMENT of INDIVIDUAL DESIGN for FEEDBACK 
 

Effective from Oct 1st 2013 

 

 
Diploma Apprentice’s name: 

 

 
Charlotte Synge 

 
Date first registered for Diploma: 

 

 
26th January 2015 

 
Date of this feedback: 

 

 
 

 
Name of Personal Tutor: 

 

 
Aranya Austin 

 
Name of Assessment Tutor: 

 

 
 

 
Project Title: 
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 Empty Common Community Garden’s 
Forest Gardens 

 
Date Started: 

 
2013 

 

 
Date Completed: 

 

2016 and ongoing 

 
Implemented: 

 

 
Yes  

 
Design Number 

 

 
4 of 10 

ACREDITATION CRITERION: 1. Demonstrating design skills  

(Section C3 in the Guide to Accreditation Criteria) 

 
 

What’s gone well? 

What could have 

been done 

differently? 

Accurate and appropriate use of 

an intentional design process. 

Yes. The use of the OBREDIMET design 

framework and Incremental design, 

along with the constant informal use of 

the PNI thinking tool (as a way of 

ensuring good thought processes and 

stopping myself from running away with 

unsound ideas) throughout has been 

extremely beneficial. Visioning 

Succession has been a major part of the 

design process and continues to be a part 

of the Maintenance, Evaluation and 

Tweaking. Without visioning how things 

will change over time it is difficult to create 

a long term environment that will be full of 

healthy plants - especially when working 

with trees. For example the fruit trees are 

on half size rootstocks and planted well 

apart so I know they will have enough 

space to be healthy and productive over 

their lifetime. A proportion of the fruit 

bushes and raspberries I am pretty sure 

are going to suffer when the fruit trees 

have fully grown. However, the ground 

cover below these plants will have grown 

up by then and these ground cover plants 

have been chosen because they are 

capable of growing in the shade of the 

fully grown fruit trees. 

There are other 

design frameworks 

and thinking tools that 

I could have used 

which would have 

been equally as 

good. 
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Use of permaculture ethics, 

principles and theory is 

appropriate to the situation. 

Yes. Trying to meet the permaculture 

ethics has been easy in this project, by 

their very nature FGs easily incorporate 

all the permaculture principles. This is 

particularly the case when creating them 

whilst working with a small budget in a 

community garden situation. See here. 

The use of many permaculture approach 

strategies is an innate part of forest 

garden designing, they: create cycles, 

niches and positive connections, provide 

diversity so creating stability, work within 

nature, use guilds, stack, use edge 

effects, promote cooperation and reduce 

competition, create a system with no 

leaks, drawdown carbon and regenerate 

the soil. 

 

Use of a variety of tools which 

suit the needs of the client and 

the situation. 

Yes. Thinking tools such as PNI and 

Visioning succession were used, as were 

checklists and tables etc. to aid memory. 

The home-made equipment for working 

out sun sectors and combination sectors 

proved to be very useful in trying to 

assess light conditions. Overlaying 

planting plans drawn on tracing paper 

really helped facilitate the designing in of 

the vertical structure of the FGs.   

 

 

Design is intelligible, coherent 

and effective (i.e. it met the 

needs of the client). 

Yes.  

 

I think the forest 

garden concept and 

the amount of 

knowledge required 

to make decisions on 

what to plant and 

where was too much 

for the community. In 

general they wanted 

to just get on with 

things. This may 

mean they have less 

ownership of the 

forest gardens. 

Documentation for and 

presentation of the design is 

appropriate for clients & third 

parties. 

Yes. The plans are clearly drawn with 

appropriate scale drawn in and relevant 

information is clear and keys give full 

Latin and common names of plants. The 

I sometimes wonder if 

a computer assisted 

design presentation 

would be better but 

part of me objects to 
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written information is presented in a clear 

and organised manner. 

the avoidance of the 

human touch.   

 

 

ACCREDITATION CRITERION: 2b. Applying permaculture to your work 

and projects 

(Section C2 in the Guide to Accreditation Criteria)  

 What’s gone well? What could have 

been done 

differently? 

 
 

Community Development 

Planning 

 

 

 

 

 

Design Consultancy. 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Dissemination /Education 

 

 
 

 

 

There has been the need to cooperate 

with, and design for, the City Council, 

local community and nature. The project 

as a whole has created a community 

with an active social network between 

participants. The forest gardens attract 

those who are interested in 

Permaculture and sustainable living. 

 

 

The designs are working well but 

production isn’t high even after three 

years. I think that forest gardens don’t 

really suit a community garden unless 

they are just a part of a more diverse 

garden because of this and because the 

plants are sometimes difficult to discern 

from weeds. 

Using designs to give a good outline of 

what is to be achieved is excellent 

practice but I have also learned that 

when working with people and plants I 

need to be very adaptable to changes 

and new ideas as they occur. 

The project has been an excellent 

learning opportunity for me and will 

continue to be so. The project has 

required a close analysis of plant needs, 

qualities and interactions which has 

been very educational.  During events 

we put up posters on forest gardening 

 

There could have been 

more discussion about, 

and education on, the 

principles of forest 

gardening to try to get 

others more engaged.  

 

 

 

The garden is darker 

than I imagined when 

planning it in winter. I 

keep finding this 

problem and in a 

perfect world would like 

to have the time to 

delay designing until a 

full year of observation 

has been possible. 

 

 

 

. 
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Site Development 

 

 

and people really like the concept. It is a 

good example of permaculture in action. 

 

We now have two forest gardens which 

are gaining the mature features classic 

to them. They are also providing a good 

structure and boundary to the rest of the 

community garden. 

Clear explanation of how the 

solution was developed using 

design process and 

Permaculture theory. The 

solutions are relevant and 

appropriate to the activity and 

content areas. 

Yes. The design process for the forest 

gardens was straight forward following 

the OBREDIMET framework. 

Forest gardens naturally work within 

nature to a great extent. They are 

naturally a diverse space which 

increases stability in the environment. 

In the long run the returns will 

outweigh the inputs. 

FGs easily incorporate all the 

permaculture principles and they are 

naturally low maintenance/ high 

efficiency. Their design incorporates 

cooperation rather than competition  

Guilds are used as a part of their design 

as is stacking in time and space. 

FGs are also great places for wildlife 

and for incorporating wildlife habitat 

boosters which we have done and these 

are an added educational bonus and 

talking point on fair shares and 

cooperation when we hold events. 

There are lots of things 

that could have been 

designed differently. 

But overall I’m happy 

with it as it is, I would 

have chosen different 

apple varieties but the 

money had to be spent 

at the very end of the 

planting season so the 

choice was a bit 

limited. In future I 

would go for very 

productive varieties for 

a community garden 

and not worry too 

much about their 

keeping qualities. 

I have also noticed that 

people really like to 

see red apples on 

trees so all other things 

being equal I would 

choose red in future. 

 

 

 

 

ACCREDITATION CRITERION: 3. Learning from and developing your 

permaculture practice 

(Section C5 in the Guide to Accreditation Criteria) 

 What’s gone well? What could have 

been done 

differently? 
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Evaluation of the effectiveness 

of your design work on this 

project. 

The designs have proved effective, 

Particularly interesting has been finding 

solutions to the horsetail problem which 

was one of the main reasons the land was 

abandoned. Learning about the features 

of various plants and growing some 

unusual plants has been very rewarding. 

 

I would change some 

of the more unusual 

plants to more 

traditional food plants 

for a community 

garden. The difficulty 

of getting plants 

growing well in the 

larger FG may have 

been alleviated if it 

had been given lots 

of organic matter 

before mulching. I 

realise now that I 

should have done 

this. 

Reflection on use of design 

tools and processes, and use of 

Permaculture theory and 

practice. 

 

I like the use of design frameworks, 

thinking tools, and the principles and 

various permaculture approach strategies 

they provide good, pragmatic advice.  

 

How the design shows that your 

competence and skills in 

practice and learning is 

progressing.  

I believe that the designs and the process 

by which I achieved them show that I am 

now capable of creating complicated 

planting plans with good reasoning behind 

the choice of and positioning of the plants. 

 

 

 

Comments about project format, general or specific issues 

Any other 

comments? 

 

 

Conclusions 

How ready is this 

design for 

presentation? 

  

What are the 

apprentice’s next 

steps? 
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The highlight of 

this design for me 

was…. 

 

 


